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1. Introduction

In organic electronic devices, interfaces between organic 
(semiconducting) materials and metal electrodes play a deci-
sive role [1, 2], because the transport of charge carriers across 
these interfaces often limits the performance of a device 
[3–5]. The charge injection efficiency at the interface can be 
influenced by an interlayer between the metal and the organic 

semiconductor. For example, it has been demonstrated that 
an ultrathin vanadium oxide (VOx) interlayer at the Cu/pen-
tacene interface leads to a reduced contact resistance and 
an enhanced performance in organic field-effect transistors. 
Similar findings were reported for Au/VOx/pentacene and 
Au/VOx/BOPAnt systems [6]. Such performance-modifying 
interlayers can also be formed spontaneously when interdiffu-
sion and reaction between the metal and the organic material 
occurs at the interface, in particular, when a metal is vapor-
deposited onto an organic material [7]. Due to the importance 
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Abstract
Interfaces between organic semiconductors and metallic layers are ubiquitous in organic 
(opto-) electronic devices and can significantly influence their functionality. Here, we 
studied in situ prepared metal-organic interfaces, which were obtained by vapor deposition 
of metals (Co, Fe) onto organic semiconductor films (2H-tetraphenylporphyrin), with hard 
x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. In these systems, the interphase zones, which are formed 
by diffusion and reaction of the metal in the organic material, can be clearly distinguished 
spectroscopically from the unreacted organic bulk, since they comprise the corresponding 
metalloporphyrins, CoTPP and FeTPP. In order to gain control over the thickness of the 
interphase layers, we varied process parameters such as sample temperature and metal-atom 
flux during interface preparation. We found that the temperature of the organic film during 
metal deposition was the only parameter that significantly influenced the formation of the 
interphase layers: their thicknesses were typically ~0.5 nm for deposition at 90 K, compared 
to ~1 nm at 300 K, irrespective of metal atom flux and chemical nature of the metal atom (Fe 
versus Co). Notably, these values are significantly smaller than the thicknesses of other metal/
organics interphase regions reported in the literature.
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of related effects in microelectronics and organic electronics, 
the diffusion and reaction of metal atoms in polymer films, 
as well as the dynamics of the metal film formation on top of 
polymers, have been studied in the past [8–16]. However, in 
organic electronic applications, the organic semiconductor is 
not necessarily a polymer, but can also be a (reactive) molec-
ular solid [17].

Here, we consider especially the processes that occur when 
the metal electrodes are vapor-deposited onto the molecular 
organic materials under ultrahigh-vacuum conditions. Using 
a suitable model system that allows monitoring the diffusion 
depth of the metal, we study the extent of interlayer (inter-
phase) formation. During the initial stages of metal deposi-
tion, single metal atoms impinge directly on the organic layer, 
where they can engage in the following processes: (a) des-
orption back into the gas phase [18, 19], (b) diffusion on the 
surface and (possibly) reaction with an organic molecule, (c) 
diffusion on the surface and attachment to a metal cluster, 
and (d) diffusion into the bulk and (possibly) reaction with a 
subsurface molecule or formation of (or attachment to) a sub-
surface metal cluster. Figure 1 illustrates these reaction path-
ways. Due to the low vapor pressure of most metals at room 
temperature, the supply of metal atoms into the subsurface 
region of the organic material is expected to stop as soon as 
there is a complete, closed metallic layer on top of the organic 
material [9]. Hence, the thickness of the interphase layer 
depends on the rate by which a complete metal film on the 
surface forms, relative to the rates of the competing processes, 
as long as the mobility of the molecules in the organic film 
is negligible and no molecular scrambling between reacted 
and unreacted molecules takes place. It should be emphasized 
that the formation of the closed metal film is the only limiting 
factor for the diffusion of the metal in the organic layer (unless 
there is a reaction and the reaction products create a barrier 
for diffusion). Without this self-limiting effect, the diffusion 
(and reaction) of the metal would likely continue indefinitely, 
creating a metalation reaction front that would propagate into 
the organic bulk material [20], creating a conceptually well 
understood instance of a reaction-diffusion system [20–26].

In this study, we attempt to influence the rate of formation 
of a closed metal film—relative to the rates of the competing 
processes—by changing various parameters: (a) temper ature, 
(b) flux of metal atoms, and (c) chemical nature of the metal. 
These parameters should affect the interface formation as fol-
lows: (a) A lower temperature of the organic film during the 
metal deposition is expected to result in a lower diffusion rate 
of (thermalized) metal atoms on and in the film. Therefore, 
more metal atoms are expected to end up close to, or at, the 
surface. (b) Low metal-atom fluxes should be detrimental to 
the aggregation of the metal, because they reduce the proba-
bility of metal–metal encounters in favor of reactive encounter s 
between metal atoms and molecules. It was previously shown 
by Faupel et al that flash deposition of metals onto polymers 
effectively reduces diffusion of the metals into the organic 
material [9]. (c) Chemical nature of the metal atom: A low 
reaction barrier facilitates the reaction between metal and mol-
ecules and thus the formation of the interphase. Conversely, 
the growth of a metal film as a competing process is impeded.

We want to clarify how process parameters such as metal 
deposition rate, sample temperature, and chemical nature of 
the metal influence the interphase formation between an in situ 
deposited metallic layer and a bulk phase of organic molecules. 
For this aim, we use a bulk film of 2H-tetraphenylporphyrin 
(2HTPP) and study its reaction with vapor-deposited metallic 
Co and Fe. The interaction of 2HTPP with these metals is 
known to result in the formation of the respective M(II)tetraphe-
nylporphyrins (MTPP, M  =  Co, Fe), according to the equation: 
M  +  2HTPP  →  MTPP  +  H2 [27–29]. The MTPP interphase 
layer between the metal and the pristine 2HTPP is then inves-
tigated by chemical depth profiling with hard x-ray photo-
electron spectroscopy (HAXPES). The porphyrin metalation 
represents a suitable model system for monitoring interfacial 
metal/organic reactions for several reasons. First, the reaction is 
well defined and typically does not have side reactions. Second, 
the pristine and the reacted organic material can easily be dis-
criminated by x-ray photoelectron spectr oscopy. Third, the met-
alation reaction works for a wide range of different metals [27, 
28, 30]. According to previous work, the energy barrier for the 
metalation reaction of 2HTPP varies with the reactant metal. 
According to previous density functional theory (DFT) calcul-
ations, the reaction is barrierless in the case of Fe, while a small 
barrier of approximately 10 kJ mol−1 was predicted for Co [29]. 
This could lead to reactivity differences at the interface, par-
ticularly at low sample temperatures.

2. Experimental details

The samples were prepared in situ under ultrahigh voltage 
(UHV) conditions at the HIKE endstation of the KMC-1 
beamline at BESSY II, Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin [31, 32].  
2HTPP (98%, Porphyrin Systems) was evaporated at 660 K 
from a Knudsen cell and deposited onto a Si(0 0 1) surface 
and commercial Al foil. The deposition of 2HTPP, with typ-
ical fluxes of 2 nm min−1, was monitored by a quartz crystal 
microbalance (QCM). Typical film thicknesses L were in the 
range of 40–60 nm.

Rods of cobalt (99.995%, Alfa Aesar) and iron (99.99+%, 
Hauner Metallische Werkstoffe) were used for metal 
vapor deposition using a commercial e-beam evaporator 

Figure 1. (a) Possible pathways for metal atoms upon vapor 
deposition onto a bulk phase of organic molecules. Metal atoms 
impinging on the surface can either desorb back into the gas 
phase, form cluster on the surface, or diffuse into the bulk, 
where they can again form (or attach to) clusters or react with 
the organic molecules. (b) The molecule used in this study: 
2H-tetraphenylporphyrin (2HTPP).
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(FOCUS  EFM-4). The metal deposition rates were either 
0.7 nm min−1 or 0.035 nm min−1, depending on the details of 
the experiment. During the deposition, a permanently mounted 
cold-cathode gauge indicated a pressure below 5  ×  10−9 
mbar. In subsequent x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 
experiments, no oxygen or other unwanted impurities were 
detected on the metallic films.

Photoelectron spectra were recorded close to normal emis-
sion (14° relative to the surface normal) with a VG Scienta 
R4000 electron spectrometer. A piece of gold foil, which was 
mounted in the analysis chamber of the HIKE endstation, was 
used to calibrate the binding energy scale with the Au 4f7/2 
line at 84.0 eV. All HAXPES measurements were performed 
with the samples at room temperature, including those sam-
ples that had been cooled to 90 K during the metal deposition. 
In order to avoid beam damage during the measurements, the 
samples were systematically moved relative to the x-ray beam. 
The effectively irradiated area on the sample has dimensions 
of 0.2 mm  ×  4 mm (as measured in a calibration experiment); 
the elongated shape results from grazing incidence of the 
x-ray beam when the sample is in measurement position. The 
photon energy was varied between 3 keV and 5 keV; hereby, 
the Si(1 1 1) monochromator crystal was used for 3 keV and 
the Si(3 1 1) crystal for 5 keV photon energy. Changing the 
monochromator crystals allowed measuring the spectra with 
similar resolutions, irrespective of the photon energies [31, 
32]. Although photon energies of up to 10 keV are available at 
this beamline, higher photon energies than 5 keV were not used 
because of the low cross sections, which lead to an increas-
ingly unfavorable balance between signal-to-noise ratio on the 
one hand and radiation damage on the other hand. Moreover, 
photon energies below 2 keV, as available from, e.g. conven-
tional AlKα or MgKα sources, are not suitable. With the 
resulting low information depths, the interphase region does 
not contribute sufficiently to the total XPS signal.

The acquired photoelectron spectra have been fitted with 
the following Pseudo-Voigt function [33, 34]:

PV = (1 − m)
√

4 ln(2)
π (ω(x))

2 exp

Å
− 4 ln(2)

(ω(x))
2 x2
ã
+ m 1

2π
ω(x)

(ω(x)/2)2+x2

ω(x) =
2 ω0

1+exp(−a(x−b)) where x = (E − E0)

 (1)
with the following parameters:

ω(x) Full width at half 
maximum function

ω0 Full width at half 
maximum parameter

a asymmetry parameter,  
0: symmetric peak

b asymmetry shift 
parameter

E binding energy E0 peak position

For background subtraction, a combination of Shirley 
background and second order polynomial has been used. The 
peaks and the background are displayed in the corresponding 
spectra.

The morphologies of the pristine 2HTPP layers were ana-
lyzed with atomic force microscopy (AFM, Nanoscope V, 
Bruker, USA). Topological imaging was conducted in tapping 
mode in air, using a sharp silicon nitride cantilever (SNL, tip 
radius 2 nm, spring constant k  =  0.24 N m−1, oscillation fre-
quency f   =  56–75 kHz).

3. Data analysis

In accordance with the results by Seah and Spencer [35], we 
will use the Gries G-1 equation [36, 37] to calculate the IMFPs 
in the investigated 2HTPP and MTPP/2HTPP layer systems 
(M  =  Co or Fe). In the G-1 equation, the inelastic mean free 
path (IMFP) λ is expressed as:

λ(Ekin) = k1

Å
Va

Z∗

ã
Ekin

log (Ekin)− k2
. (2)

In this equation, the kinetic energy Ekin is given in eV and the 
IMFP λ in nanometers. For a certain compound, the param-
eter Va is determined by the stoichiometry and density ρ of the 
material, while Z* depends only on the stoichiometry [36]. The 
parameters k1 and k2 also depend on the material; for organic 
compounds, k2 is unity and k1 depends on the H/C ratio of the 
material: k1  =  0.0017 at H/C  =  1 and k2  =  0.0023 at H/C  =  2 
[35, 36]. Seah and Spencer [35] found that a linear relation 
interpolation of k1 for materials with H/C ratios different from 
either 1 or 2 leads to excellent results. Table 1  summarizes 
the parameters for 2HTPP, CoTPP, and FeTPP. Va and Z* are 
calculated according to Gries [36]. The density of the in situ 
prepared FeTPP was calculated under the assumption that its 
molar volume is identical to the air-stable and well character-
ized CoTPP.

The interphase formation was monitored by recording N 
1s core level spectra at photon energies of 3 keV and 5 keV; 
the corresponding kinetic energies were 2.6 keV and 4.6 keV. 
These values result in the IMFPs given in table 2.

The N 1s signal intensity of the MTPP layer will be denoted 
as Ir (r for reacted) and the N 1s signal intensity of 2HTPP 
as Iur (ur for unreacted). The intensities Ir and Iur depend on 
the distribution of the reacted species within the near-surface 
region of the sample. For the mathematical treatment, it is 
helpful to think of the sample as a sequence of infinitesimally 
thin layers that are oriented parallel to the sample’s surface at 
a distance z to the metal/MTPP interface. Each of these layers 

Table 1. Material parameters and coefficients for 2HTPP, CoTPP, and FeTPP that are used for the calculation of the IMFP with 
equation (2).

Compound Stoichiometry H/C Density ρ (g cm−3) k1 k2 Va (cm3 mol−1) Z*

2HTPP C44H30N4 0.682 1.270 0.001 45 1 6.214 1.902
CoTPP CoC44H28N4 0.636 1.404 0.001 41 1 6.221 1.968
FeTPP FeC44H28N4 0.636 1.398 0.001 41 1 6.219 1.967
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consists of a fraction of metalated (cr(z)) and unmetalated 
(1  −  cr(z)) molecules. Layers at a distance z to the interface 
contribute with a weight of exp(−z/(IMFP cosθ)) to the total 
signal (Beer–Lambert law, emission angle θ relative to the 
surface normal, IMFP: inelastic mean free path). Accordingly, 
the intensity ratio Ir:Iur can be expressed with the following 
equation:

Å
Ir

Iur

ã

(Ekin)

=

´ L
0 cr(z) exp(−z/(Λ(Ekin, z) cos θ))dz´ L

0 (1 − cr(z)) exp(−z/(Λ(Ekin, z) cos θ))dz
.

 (3)
Here, L stands for the total thickness of the organic layer, i.e. 
the initial thickness of the 2HTPP layer before metal depo-
sition; θ is the photoelectron detection angle, in this study 
θ = 14◦. (Specifically in our experiments, L was chosen to 
be approximately 50 nm.) The effective IMFP, Λ, which is 
experienced by photoelectrons that emerge from a certain 
depth z, is given by the composition of the layers above; here,  
we estimate it as an average value of all IMFPs of the layers at 
depths between 0 and z:

Λ(Ekin, z) =
1
z

ˆ z

0
cr(z′) λr(Ekin) +

(
1 − cr(z′)

)
λur(Ekin) dz′.

 (4)
The concentration profiles that are expected in our experi-
ments are described with a complementary error function 
(‘erfc’), a type of function that is frequently encountered in 
the analysis of concentration profiles in reaction-diffusion 
systems [20–26, 38–40] and theoretically predicted for this 
class of system [20]. Accordingly, the following equation was 
used to parameterize the curves (see figure 2(a)):

cr(z) = 0.5 · erfc
Å

z − d
b

ã
. (5)

An individual concentration profile is described by two 
parameters: the ‘width parameter’ b and the ‘reaction depth’ 
d, see figure  2(a). (The width parameter is directly related 
to the width of the Gaussian function from which the error 
function is calculated.) It is of great importance in the discus-
sion below that the integral of equation (5) is independent of 
the parameter b, as long as the reaction depth d is kept con-
stant. For b close to zero, the curves approach the shape of a 
Heaviside step function. If one assumes such a strict layer-
by-layer sequence of MTPP and 2HTPP, that is, an abrupt 
trans ition between a pure MTPP layer with a certain thickness 
d and a 2HTPP layer below, one can extract the value of d 
from the intensity ratio between the N 1s signals of MTPP and 
2HTPP analytically. In this case, equations (3) and (4) lead to 
the following expression for Ir:Iur, which is a transcendental 
equation for the reaction depth d:

Å
Ir

Iur

ã

(Ekin)

=
λr(Ekin)

λur(Ekin)

×
1 − exp(−d/(λr(Ekin) cos θ))

exp(−d/(λur(Ekin) cos θ))− exp(−L/(λur(Ekin) cos θ))
.

 (6)

3.1. Limitations of the experimental approach

Before we proceed with the presentation and discussion of 
our results, an important question has to be addressed: is it 
possible to extract the shape of the concentration profile, and, 
in particular, the parameter b with arbitrary precision from 
HAXPES data? The samples in our study necessitate the 
use of hard x-rays to obtain sufficiently large values for the 
IMFP. Only in this way, signals originating from the buried 
metal/organic interface region contribute enough to the total 
signal. What are the consequences of the large IMFPs for our 
analysis?

In the limit of Λ  →  ∞, the Beer–Lambert factor  
exp(−z/(Λ cosθ)) in equation  (3) is unity for all z, and, as a 
consequence, all concentration profiles with the same reac-
tion depth d have the same intensity ratio Ir:Iur, regardless of 
b. (This is due to the fundamental fact that the integral of the 
complementary error function is independent of the width 
parameter b.) A similar argument holds true for Λ � b: then, 
the Beer–Lambert factor exp(−z/(Λ cosθ)) is practically con-
stant in the region of interest z  =  d  ±  b where the erfc function 
changes from unity to zero. In this range for z, Λ � b leads to:
ˆ

erfc
Å

z − d
b

ã
exp

(
− z
Λcos θ

)
dz ≈ const.

ˆ
erfc
Å

z − d
b

ã
dz

 (7)
where the last integral is independent of b. In other words, for 
Λ � b the ratio Ir:Iur is only controlled by the reaction thick-
ness d and not by the width parameter b.

We will demonstrate this numerical phenomenon with 
the data reported in a previous article by Chen et al [41] (see 
figure 2(b)). There, Ir and Iur correspond, like in the present 
study, to the intensity ratios of metalated and unmetalated 
porphyrins. The authors use an equation equivalent to equa-
tion (6) (without distinguishing between different IMFPs for 
reacted and unreacted species), a fit by a genetic algorithm, 
and a SESSA simulation to show that the investigated system 
comprises a sharp layer-by-layer structure. Reproducing the 
procedures of Chen et al [41] (with additionally distinguishing 
between IMFPs for reacted and unreacted species, as well as 
using the complementary error function) we reach essentially 
the same result as these authors. However, we obtain further 
insight if we analyze the ensemble of concentration profiles 
that corresponds to an estimated confidence interval of the fit 
Ir:Iur (theory) versus Ir:Iur (experiment); this interval is high-
lighted as gray shaded region in figure 2(b). For the estimation, 
the width of the confidence band is calculated as two times 
the average deviation of the experimental data points from the 
best fit (black curve in figure 2(b)). We find that these concen-
tration profiles cluster around a reaction depth of 1.55 nm, but 
show a wide variety of width parameters b, ranging from 0 

Table 2. IMFPs for 2HTPP, CoTPP, and FeTPP for 3 and 5 keV 
photon energy obtained by application of equation (2).

Compound hν  =  3 keV (nm) hν  =  5 keV (nm)

2HTPP 5.10 8.18
CoTPP 4.80 7.70
FeTPP 4.80 7.70
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to 0.95 nm. The gray shaded region in figure 2(c) contains all 
concentration profiles that are associated with the confidence 
interval in figure 2(b). In addition, the concentration profiles 
that define the ‘envelope’ of the ensemble in figure 2(c) are 
highlighted with red and blue color. Because the ensemble of 
possible concentration profiles includes (i) the abrupt layer-
by-layer configuration (b  =  0) and (ii) comprises concentra-
tion profiles with virtually identical reaction depths d, one can 
directly use equation (6) as a shortcut for calculating the reac-
tion depth of this ensemble in a simple way.

We reach the following conclusion: the reaction depth d is 
a measure of the total amount of reacted molecules and can 
be extracted with high accuracy. However, an equally accu-
rate extraction of the width parameter b (in the range of only 
a few Angstroms) would require an information depth Λ in 
the same order of magnitude as b, a condition that cannot be 
fulfilled because the examination of buried interfaces requires 
high IMFPs. As a consequence, we will only use the reaction 
depth d in the further discussion of our results, and stress the 
point that the actual shape of the concentration profile (i.e. the 
width parameter b) is not a reliable quantity under the specific 
experimental conditions in our experiments (i.e. large IMFPs 
in combination with typically small values for b).

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Morphology of the 2HTPP film

The morphology of the organic layer is an important factor 
that can potentially influence the metalation behavior and the 
morphology of the reaction zone (and of the resulting inter-
phase layer) between the metal and the pristine 2HTPP. In a 
previous study [41], cobalt has been evaporated onto an 18 nm 
thick 2HTPP film supported on commercial aluminium foil; 
however, it was not clarified if this particular choice of film 
thickness and (relatively rough) carrier material is associated 
with (unwanted) morphological features of the 2HTPP layer.

In order to determine the morphology of 2HTPP layers 
in the thickness regime  ⩽60 nm on a smooth substrate mat-
erial, the molecules were vapor deposited onto a flat Si(0 0 1) 

Figure 2. (a) A complementary error function for b  =  0.5 nm and d  =  2 nm. (b) Experimental Ir:Iur values by Chen et al [41], along with 
the best fit to these data (black solid curve) and the estimated confidence region of the fit (gray shaded band). The width of the gray shaded 
band is two times the average deviation of the experimental data points from the best fit (black solid curve). It should be pointed out that the 
best fit, which gives an abrupt interface (black curve in frames (b) and (c)), has nearly exactly the same predicted Ir:Iur values as a profile 
with high b (0.94 nm) and high d (1.6 nm) (solid red curve). (c) Range of different concentration profiles corresponding to the estimated 
confidence interval of the fit. The curves that define the ‘envelope’ of the ensemble are specifically highlighted in red and blue, and the 
associated Ir:Iur values are highlighted in a similar way in (b).

Figure 3. AFM images of the clean substrates (a) Si(0 0 1) and (d) 
Al foil, of 18 nm thick 2HTPP films on both substrates (b) and (e), 
and of 50 nm thick 2HTPP films on both substrates (c) and (f). The 
contrast in all images is normalized to the contrast in frame (e) to 
make all frames directly comparable; on this contrast scale, frame 
(a) does not show any features because of the very small roughness 
of the pristine Si(0 0 1) surface. Ra and Rmax are the average and 
maximum roughness, respectively.

J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 31 (2019) 094002
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substrate with a very low average roughness Ra of 0.1 nm and 
maximum roughness Rmax of 1.36 nm. (During deposition, the 
substrate was kept at room temperature.) The average rough-
ness is defined as the variance of the height distribution on 
a given sample and is smaller than the maximum roughness, 
which can be observed by AFM. Large, smooth islands show 
a small average roughness but a high maximum roughness. 
After deposition of 18 nm 2HTPP, an increase in the rough-
ness (Ra  =  2.20 nm, Rmax  =  21.8 nm) was observed. The fact 
that the maximum height is larger than the nominal thickness 
is due to 3D island growth. Subsequent deposition of more 
material led to a reduction of the film roughness. At a 2HTPP 
film thickness of 50 nm, an average roughness of 0.51 nm and 
a maximum roughness of 4.33 nm were found.

In a reference experiment, Al-foil with an Ra value of 
3.35 nm and Rmax of 35.4 nm was used as a substrate to repro-
duce the conditions described in a previous publication [41]. 
As a result of the much higher roughness of the Al-foil, the 
deposited 2HTPP film were rougher on the Al-foil than on 
Si(0 0 1): After deposition of 18 nm 2HTPP onto Al-foil at 
300 K, the sample showed a maximum roughness of 55.5 nm, 
compared to 21.8 nm for a 2HTPP film with the same thick-
ness on Si(0 0 1). The nominally 18 nm thick 2HTPP film on 
Al foil (figure 3(e)) is not flat, but comprises large islands 
with heights in the range of 50 nm, at mutual distances of 
100–200 nm. In this context, it is instructive to note that a 
spherical segment with a base diameter of 200 nm and a height 
of 45 nm contains the same volume as a flat, quadratic slab of 
mat erial with 200 nm side length and 18 nm height. After dep-
osition of further material, the roughness is reduced, reaching 
Ra  =  2.75 nm and Rmax  =  21.8 nm at a film thickness of 50 nm. 
These values are significantly larger than those obtained with 
the Si substrate.

It appears that on both substrates, Al-foil and Si(0 0 1), 
thin multilayers (18 nm) consist of 3D islands, which merge 
together upon deposition of additional material, resulting in 
smoother films at higher thicknesses (50 nm). Because the 
2HTPP films are more well defined on Si(0 0 1), this type of 
substrate was chosen for the HAXPES experiments that will 
be described in the following section.

4.2. Measurement of the reaction depths  
in M/MTPP/2HTPP systems

In order to examine the influence of different experimental 
parameters on the extension of the MTPP interphase layer 
between metals and 2HTPP, HAXPES measurements with 
photon energies of 3 and 5 keV were performed. These mea-
surements were then used to calculate the reaction depths 
according to equation (6). The parameters of interest were: (i) 
the temperature of the organic film (90 and 300 K), (ii) metal 
flux (0.035 and 0.7 nm min−1), and (iii) the chemical nature of 
the deposited metal (Fe and Co).

4.2.1. Temperature variation. In the first experiment, a cobalt 
film with a thickness of 4 nm (as measured by QCM) was 
deposited at a rate of 0.7 nm min−1 onto a 2HTPP film with 
a thickness of approximately 60 nm kept at 90 K during the 
deposition. The low temperature of the organic film during 
metal deposition was expected to reduce the rate of diffusion 
of metal atoms into the bulk. Likewise, the diffusion of CoTPP 
out of the reaction zone into the 2HTPP bulk should also be 
reduced. The related N 1s XP spectra, which were recorded at 
3 and 5 keV photon energy, are shown in figure 4. For the pris-
tine 2HTPP layer (figure 4(a)), two peaks at 398.2 eV (iminic 
nitrogen, =N−) and 400.2 eV (pyrrolic nitrogen, −NH−) 

Figure 4. (a) N 1s XP spectra of a pristine 2HTPP layer (60 nm) on Si(0 0 1) taken at 3 and 5 keV photon energy. The two distinct peaks 
at 398.2 and 400.2 eV are attributed to iminic nitrogen (=N−) and pyrrolic nitrogen (−NH−), respectively. Additional peaks in the fit 
are satellites. (b), (c) After deposition of Co at 90 K (b) and 300 K (c), an additional peak emerges at 399.1 eV, which is attributed to the 
formation of CoTPP at the interface. Looking deeper into the material by increasing the photon energy from 3 to 5 keV reduces the relative 
contribution of this signal, indicating the formation of a CoTPP layer (as opposed to a homogeneous mixture of CoTPP and 2HTPP). When 
the 2HTPP film was held at 90 K during the deposition of Co, significantly less CoTPP is formed, compared to deposition at 300 K.
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are observed. After deposition of Co, an additional contrib-
ution appears at a binding energy of 399.1 eV (red line, yellow 
shading). This new contribution is associated with a metal-
loporphyrin complex, indicating that the central cavity of the 
porphyrin macrocycle incorporated a cobalt atom and released 
the  −NH  −  hydrogen atoms as H2, in line with previous work 
[28, 29, 42]. The relative intensities of the N 1s peaks associ-
ated with CoTPP (Ir) and 2HTPP (Iur) (figure 4(b)) allow to 
estimate the width of the CoTPP layer. Increasing the pho-
ton energy from 3 keV to 5 keV, and consequently enhancing 
the IMFP for 2HTPP and CoTPP by a factor of approx. 1.6 
(see table  2), leads to a smaller relative contribution of the 
N 1s signal from CoTPP: the ratio Ir:Iur changes from 0.111 
at 3 keV to 0.079 at 5 keV. This result is in agreement with 
the assumption of a layered system. (In contrast, in a homo-
geneous mixture of 2HTPP and CoTPP, the relative signal 
contributions would be independent of the degree of surface 
sensitivity of the individual measurements, i.e. they would be 
independent of the photon energy. This is apparently not the 
case here.) Using equation (6) with the above values for Ir:Iur, 
we obtain reaction depths d of 0.52 nm and 0.60 nm for 3 keV 
and 5 keV, respectively. These thickness values are not signifi-
cantly different from each other: If we assume a 10% exper-
imental error of the ratio Ir:Iur (estimated from the uncertainty 
in the actual shape of the signal background), we find that the 
corresponding error intervals for the thicknesses overlap. At 
3 keV, the interval is 0.47 to 0.57 nm, and at 5 keV it is 0.54 
to 0.66 nm. These intervals, plus the equivalent values for all 
following experiments, are compiled in table 3.

When the experiments were repeated with the 2HTPP film 
held at 300 K during metal deposition, a larger contribution of 
the reacted species (red line, yellow shading) was observed 
in the N 1s spectra (figure 4(c)), corresponding to a larger 
reaction depths d (i.e. a thicker CoTPP interphase layer). 
The related intensity ratios were Ir:Iur  =  0.210 and 0.118 at 
3 and 5 keV, respectively. Again, this reduction of the Ir:Iur 
ratio with increasing photon energy is a direct, but qualita-
tive, indication for the presence of a distinct CoTPP layer. 
Application of equation (6) (with a 2HTPP layer thickness of 
40 nm for this specific experiment) results in thicknesses of 
0.95 nm (3 keV) and 0.88 nm (5 keV). Notably, the increase in 

temper ature from 90 K to 300 K led to an increase in the width 
of the CoTPP layer by a factor of 1.6. Apparently, the mobility 
of 2HTPP and CoTPP is still low at 300 K—otherwise CoTPP 
and 2HTPP molecules would start to interdiffuse, which 
would lead to a transition away from a layered to a homoge-
neously mixed configuration. Hence, the increase in CoTPP 
layer thickness must be attributed to an increased mobility of 
the Co atoms after their adsorption on the surface.

4.2.2. Variation of the metal flux during deposition. In order to 
elucidate the influence of the metal flux on the extension of the 
CoTPP interphase, a further set of experiments with a reduced 
flux of 0.035 nm min−1 was conducted at sample temperatures 
of 90 K and 300 K. A lower flux of metal atoms reduces their 
transient concentration on the surface of the organic material. 
The thereby reduced probability for the encounter of the metal 
atoms is detrimental for the initial metal nucleation and clus-
ter formation. The competing processes, i.e. the diffusion of 
the metal atoms into the organic film and the reaction with 
the molecules, should therefore be favored. This expectation 
is also in agreement with literature [8, 9].

Figure 5 shows the result for the deposition of Co at a 
reduced flux of 0.035 nm min−1 at 2HTPP film temperatures of 
90 and 300 K. At 90 K (figure 5(a)), the differences to the exper-
iments with a twenty-fold higher deposition rate are marginal. 
At 3 keV photon energy, the intensity ration Ir:Iur is 0.093 and 
at 5 keV it is 0.066. With equation (6), this leads to thicknesses 
d of 0.44 nm (3 keV) and 0.51 nm (5 keV). The result is not sig-
nificantly different from the corresponding  low-temper ature 
experiment with a Co flux of 0.7 nm min−1. This unexpected 
result can be explained with the low temperature and the 
resulting small diffusion rate of Co, which confines the reaction 
to the topmost layer of the organic film, regardless of the flux.

Figure 5(b) shows the corresponding data for the low-flux 
Co deposition at 300 K. Here, the 3 keV measurement shows 
a ratio between reacted and unreacted signals of 0.211, while 
the measurement at 5 keV yields a ratio of 0.138. Application 
of equation (6) to these values results in reaction depths of 
0.95 nm (3 keV) and 1.02 nm (5 keV). Again, this result is in 
contrast to the expectation: the flux reduction does not result 
in a significant increase of the reaction depth. Apparently, 

Table 3. Summary of the measured Ir:Iur ratios and the resulting reaction depths. The values in brackets indicate the  ±10% error interval of 
the ratio Ir:Iur; the values in brackets, additionally highlighted in bold face, represent the associated values of d. For each experiment (that 
is, each column), 3 and 5 keV results for d are not significantly different from each other.

Co, 90 K,  
0.7 nm min−1

Co, 300 K,  
0.7 nm min−1

Co, 90 K,  
0.035 nm min−1

Co, 300 K,  
0.035 nm min−1

Fe, 90 K,  
0.7 nm min−1

Fe, 300 K,  
0.7 nm min−1

3 keV Ir:Iur  =  0.111 
[0.099; 0.122]

Ir:Iur  =  0.210 
[0.189; 0.231]

Ir:Iur  =  0.093 
[0.084; 0.102]

Ir:Iur  =  0.211 
[0.190; 0.232]

Ir:Iur  =  0.123 
[0.111; 0.135]

Ir:Iur  =  0.211
[0.190; 0.232]

d  =  0.52 nm 
[0.47; 0.57]

d  =  0.95 
[0.86; 1.03]

d  =  0.44 
[0.40; 0.48]

d  =  0.95 
[0.86; 1.04]

d  =  0.58 
[0.52; 0.63]

d  =  0.95 
[0.86; 1.04]

5 keV Ir:Iur  =  0.079 
[0.071; 0.087]

Ir:Iur  =  0.118 
[0.106; 0.130]

Ir:Iur  =  0.066 
[0.059; 0.073]

Ir:Iur  =  0.138 
[0.124; 0.152]

Ir:Iur  =  0.076 
[0.068; 0.084]

Ir:Iur  =  0.125 
[0.113; 0.138]

d  =  0.60 nm 
[0.54; 0.66]

d  =  0.88 
[0.80; 0.97]

d  =  0.51 
[0.46; 0.55]

d  =  1.02 
[0.93; 1.12]

d  =  0.58 
[0.52; 0.63]

d  =  0.93 
[0.85; 1.02]
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the variation of the flux by a factor of twenty is not enough 
to observe the anticipated effects. This result can possibly 
be attributed to attractive interactions between Co atoms and 
CoTPP molecules. These interactions could immobilize free 
cobalt atoms in the near-surface region even at room temper-
ature and thus induce the initial formation of clusters on the 
organic film even at very low surface concentrations of metal 
atoms, i.e. at very low fluxes. (Note that only the initial metal 
nucleation and cluster formation are relevant here, because 
they depend on the surface concentration of the metal atoms. 
Once metal clusters are present on the surface, the relative 
probabilities for the attachment of a metal atom to a cluster 
versus its diffusion/reaction in the bulk becomes independent 
of the surface concentration of the metal atoms and, thus, 
independent of the flux of metal atoms. This follows from 
basic considerations of the reaction kinetics and the facts 
that both the cluster growth and the metalation reaction of 
the porphyrin are irreversible under the experimental condi-
tions.) The formation of such a M—MTPP bond is not purely 
speculative, but is supported by DFT calculations from lit-
erature. For example, the bond between a Ag atom and a 
CoTPP molecule was found to have a dissociation energy of 
92 kJ mol−1 [43]. That a bond of this strength can easily lead 
to the postulated trapping effect is shown by a simple estima-
tion of the corresponding rate constant for bond dissociation: 
Assuming a pre-exponential factor of 1  ×  1013 s−1, the rate 
constant for the bond dissociation at 300 K is only 10−3 s−1. 
This means that the average lifetime of a trapped metal atom 
is ~15 min. One way to test this hypothesis would be to 
extend the experiments to temperatures well above 300 K. 
However, this is not possible, because the elevated temper-
atures would lead to recrystallization of the organic films 

and thus make the (laterally integrating) HAXPES studies 
meaningless [44, 45]. The alternative approach, much lower 
metal fluxes, can also not be realized because of problems 
with sample contamination during the resulting extremely 
long deposition times.

4.2.3. Variation of the type of metal atoms. In a final set 
of experiments, iron was used instead of cobalt to clarify 
whether the surprisingly thin interphase layers observed in the  
Co/CoTPP/2HTPP system are specific for cobalt or also occur 
with other metals. It is known from (gas phase) DFT calcul-
ations that the reaction of 2HTPP with Co atoms has a small 
energy barrier of approximately 10 kJ mol−1, while the por-
phyrin metalation reaction with iron proceeds without a bar-
rier [29]. Thus, an increased amount of interface reaction may 
occur in the case of Fe deposition. In the first experiment, iron 
was deposited with a flux of 0.7 nm min−1 onto a 44 nm thick 
2HTPP film, held at 90 K. Figure 6(a) shows the related N 1s 
HAXPES spectra. Measuring the intensity ratio Ir:Iur results in 
values of 0.123 and 0.076 at 3 and 5 keV, respectively. These 
values are virtually identical to those observed for the deposition 
of Co under similar conditions (0.111 and 0.079). Hence, the 
calculated film thicknesses are 0.58 nm for both photon energies. 
Finally, when Fe was deposited with a rate of 0.7 nm min−1 onto 
a 42 nm thick 2HTPP film kept at 300 K (figure 6(b)), we found 
ratios of 0.211 (3 keV) and 0.125 (5 keV), leading to a thickness 
of 0.95 and 0.93 nm, respectively. It is not surprising that this 
experiment does not show significant deviation to the analogue 
Co experiment, because the differences between the metala-
tion barriers for the different metals should not matter at room 
temperature. Table  3 summarizes the obtained ratios between 
reacted and unreacted species for the different systems.

Figure 6. N 1s XP spectra recorded after iron deposition onto 
2HTPP films with a flux of 0.7 nm min−1. The photon energies were 
hν  =  3 keV and 5 keV. At 90 K (a), the fraction of FeTPP (blue) is 
significantly smaller than at 300 K (b).

Figure 5. N 1s XP spectra of the Co/2HTPP reactive interface 
recorded with hν  =  3 keV and 5 keV after cobalt deposition at a 
lower flux of 0.035 nm min−1. Keeping the sample temperature 
at (a) 90 K results in a significantly thinner CoTPP layer than Co 
deposition at (b) 300 K.
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The generally low reaction depths at low and ambient 
temperatures are even more surprising if one considers that 
metal atoms can usually easily diffuse through organic layers, 
unless special precautions are taken to prevent this movement 
[46]. For example, when gold was deposited onto a film of 
TMC-polycarbonate at 230 K with a rate of 0.1 nm min−1, the 
metal was found to diffuse several tens of nanometers into 
the polymer [9]. In contrast, we find that Co and Fe atoms 
are exclusively present close to the surface of the porphyrin 
film. Apparently, there is a mechanism that traps the metal 
atoms efficiently in the near-surface region and allows only a 
few metal atoms to penetrate into the organic film before the 
metal film on top closes and disconnects the organic film irre-
versibly from further supply with single Co or Fe atoms. One 
candidate for such a mechanism is the M—MTPP interaction, 
which was theoretically predicted for related systems [43, 47]. 
It appears likely that the M—MTPP complexes, if they exist, 
would act as seeds for the growth of metal clusters, favoring a 
fast closure of the metallic film on top of the porphyrin layer. 
Similar effects are expected to occur in other reactive metal/
organic interfaces when the reaction at the interface leads to 
the formation of metal complexes that can act as nucleation 
sites for the formation of metal clusters. The comparison of 
the investigated systems to the diffusion of gold atoms in 
polymers offers also another interesting aspect, regarding the 
different sizes of the metal atoms. Due to the fact that gold 
atoms are significantly larger than Co or Fe atoms, one would 
expect that the diffusion of gold atoms in organic materials 
is slower by several orders of magnitude—an effect that has 
indeed been observed in previous studies in inorganic samples 
[48, 49]. The fact that Fe and Co, despite their smaller atomic 
radii, show here much less diffusion than gold in an organic 
polymer further corroborates our conclusion that the free dif-
fusion of Fe and Co is blocked by chemical interactions.

5. Summary

The formation of interlayers (interphases) at reactive metal-
organic interfaces was studied with HAXPES. Specifically, it 
was shown that vapor deposition (under UHV conditions) of 
the transition metals iron and cobalt onto tetraphenylporphyrin 
(2HTPP) films leads to the formation of interlayers of the corre-
sponding metalloporphyrins (CoTPP and FeTPP) between the 
metal and the pristine organic material. Variation of the depo-
sition conditions revealed that the temperature of the organic 
material during the metal deposition is the single most impor-
tant parameter that controls the thickness the MTPP interlayers. 
Deposition at 90 K resulted in FeTPP and CoTPP interphase 
layers that are roughly only half as thick as those obtained by 
room temperature deposition: typically ~0.5 nm at 90 K versus 
~1 nm at 300 K. In contrast, variation of the metal flux within 
experimentally feasible boundaries (by a factor 20) had a negli-
gible influence on the thickness of the formed MTPP interlayer. 
Likewise, very similar results were obtained for Fe and Co, 
despite differences in the reaction barriers for the formation of 
the respective metalloporphyrin complexes. The low values for 
the reaction depth generally indicate that metal diffusion into 

the 2HTPP film seems to be heavily restricted. Our results point 
towards the existence of a mechanism that traps the Co and Fe 
atoms close the 2HTPP film surface. In addition, we demon-
strate that HAXPES readily provides the overall thickness of the 
formed interlayer, while the shape of the concentration profile at 
the MTPP/2HTPP interface cannot be reliably determined.
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